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TWO BLOCS: TWO MODELS

It also shows the different powers: executive, legislative, justice. Those powers are separated. B/ In the USSR, if you want to be at the head of the state, you have. 
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TWO BLOCS: TWO MODELS political and



ideological system



Economical



system



Critic of the own model and the questioning.



Américan bloc



Soviet bloc



Parliamentary democracy. President elected for Four years by The Electoral College. Separation of powers: Legislative/Executive/ Judicial branches -Press and speech freedom. -Political pluralism -Alternation of Power.



The people decide a little about its leaders.(Just suprem soviets.).Only the PCUS elects the highranking leaders. One party regim. We pass from the power to the party:Confusion. General secretary of the CPSU=Head of State. No freedom of speech.



Market economy, Stock exchange, independent companies, multinationals (TNCs). Country of the freedom to undertake. Leasure society(of consuption): sports, travels. Based on the individual liberties. The American Dream/individualism You can build your firm if you want



Collectivized economy, no private property. five years plans=> Gosplan: increase of the production (development of the industry) state-owned. pesonality cult: Staline. youth recruited: brainwashing( party cult, personality lity cult, the soviet model is the best.) they build the powerof their country.



Continuation of the spatial development denonciation of the wasting. too much poors (especially african-american people.)



denonciation of the Stalinist regim after 1956. Staline is dead in 1953).



Vocabulary:



stock exchange= la bourse. to undertake= entreprendre. Five years plan= Plan quinquennaux. Brainwashing= bourrage de crâne.



wasting= gaspillage. a sickle= une faucille. CPUS= Common Party of the Soviet Union.



Documents: p59, doc1: A/ This document shows us how the Americans choose their president. It also shows the different powers: executive, legislative, justice. Those powers are separated. B/ In the USSR, if you want to be at the head of the state, you have to progress in the CPSU(the communist party). There aren't a separation of the powers: the man at the head of the state is at the head of the party: he's got all the power. doc2:A/ This document is an extract of the amendment of the American Constitution of 1789: -In the 1st amendment it's said that the Congress won't prohibe one religion or freedom of speech and press (the bases of a democracy). -In the 6th amendment, it's said that every man who may be accused of something, have the right to choose a lawyer with equality. B/ This is an extract of the 6th article of The Soviet Constitution (dating of october, 7th 1977). Thanks to this article, we can see that the CPUS has all the power: he chooses the policy, the social organisation of the State and how the society has to be. p60: doc4: A/ This document is the front page of The Times(an American quality newspaper.) of 1958 with the Wall Street Bull in the center of the page. That's to say the Stock Exchange. And all around the bull there're money and 1$ coins.=>market economy B/ This is a propaganda poster(made by Youri Tupstine in 1966). It shows red hands holding a hammer and a sickle: the communist's symbol.



Underneath, it's written "wa have to accomplish the 10th Five Years Plan with streight." This document shows that the PCUS controls economy, and encourages people to work for their country: They build their country with their hands.
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SAFE TWO 

AVION. - A 23 km de l'aÃ©roport Luxembourg Findel. (20 minutes). A. C. CÃ‰S. /. /. SAFE TWO est directement accessible par les grands axes routiers qui relient.
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DOCUMENT TWO 

Pronunciation: underline the words which contain the diphthong [ei], as in â€œcameâ€�? saddle (line 3) / ladle / gallop (line 8) / gale / chase (line 12) / chassis.
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Two Plus Two Internet Magazine - October 2007 

Two Plus Two Internet Magazine - October 2007 http://www.twoplustwo.com/magazine/current/Bush1007.html. 1 sur 3. 04/10/2007 04:19. Two Plus Two Internet ...
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Two Scenes 

Unauthorized duplications are illegal â€“ Les reproductions non-autorisÃ©es sont illicites â€“ Unerlaubte VervielfÃ¤ltigungen sind rechtswidrig. 4. Editions Bim ...
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Two-axis_electric_tr 

Not a middleman, but a homebuilt insurance expert, empowered to solve problems and ... for the integrated circuits, the compo- sents are not critical. Capacitor ...
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comparison of two models to schedule the operating theatre 

ABSTRACT: The daily scheduling of the operating theatre is a highly constrained problem. Consequently, it is hard to find an optimal solution, or at least high ...
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04-1D-time averaged models - Two-phase flows and boundary 

A SHORT INTRODUCTION TO. TWO-PHASE FLOWS ... Physical consistency of the two-fluid model,. 2. Mathematical nature of the PDE's. â€¢ Back to composite ... Ï� = Î±1Ï�1 + Î±2Ï�2. â€¢ Mixture velocity defined as to preserves the mass flow rate,.
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Preventing Tailspins, Part Two 

Hill Book Publishers at 330 W. 42nd St., New York,. N.Y. 10036. Â® ... rently advertising their latest refrigerators as having what they call the "Ride-Aire" feature.
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Two Summer Memories .fr 

STEP SHEETS & VIDEOS: http://www.copperknob.co.uk/ http://aussie.dancesheets.net/. YOUTUBE: https://www.youtube.com/user/JanandAnnie, FACEBOOK: ...
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2;. 4/08. 1. 2. 3. Use the socket wrench to stabilize the locknut while you tighten the bolt with the Allen wrench. Utilisez une clÃ© Ã  tube pour se stabiliser le contre-Ã©crou pendant que vous serrez le verrou avec le clef Allen. Use la llave de co
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BASIC TWO-STROKE TUNING 

designed for supercross should have an MSV rating of 28m/s. Computer design software is used to calculate the MSV for head designs. In the model tuning tips.
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CHAMPAGNE BRUNCH FOR TWO 

Demi Soupe Ã  L'Oignon Bistro Bordeaux traditional onion soup cup. Emmental & Grand Cru GruyÃ¨re cheeses classic beef broth. Moules Mariniere.
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Tea for two 

Transcribed by [email protected] - jazz-transcriptions.blogspot.fr. Pub. Page 2. = 150. Swing. a tempo. Fm. Fm. Bb7. Bb7 Ü‚ EA ..Ü‚ _. Ab7. _. Eb. A57C7. Pe.
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May 24, 2005 - for all i = 1,...,n, where Â¯Î» is the unique 'dual' optimal solution in (3). It is the solution (in Î») ..... Paris, Ser. I 336 (10) (2003) 857â€“862. [10] F. Liese ...
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comparison of two models to schedule the operating theatre 

Louvain School of Management. UCLouvain ... erally suggested, the best healthcare system in the world. ... The operating theatre management is a complex task ...... included in the java library Choco 2.1 (Rochart et al., ... surgeons using the same r
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Wagon For Two 

10 oct. 2012 - Indossare scarpe durante l'uso. Permetta il cavalieres soltanto due. ITALIAN. AVVERTENZE: RISCHIO DI SOFFOCAMENTO - Parti di dimensioni ridotte. Ãˆ necessario il montaggio da parte di adulti. WAARSCHUWING: Om ernstig letsel te voorkome
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BASIC TWO-STROKE TUNING 

Changing the power band of your dirt bike engine is simple when you know the .... chapters of this book, all the head specs quoted have MSV ratings designed ... The term "Turbo-Crank" refers to a modification to the crankshaft of a two-stroke.
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Two-Piece Mounts 

These mounts are designed to support engines, cabs and accessory units, accommodate frame racking and twisting while isolating vibration and absorbing ...
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Two-stroke Basics How Two-stroke Engines Work 

If you have read How Car Engines Work and How Diesel Engines Work, then you are familiar with the two types of engines found in nearly every car and truck ...
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Two sectors : Factor Price Equalization Two sectors ... - Gregory Corcos 

If endowments are in the diversification cone in both countries, the diagrams will be identical and relative factor prices will be equal in both countries (even ...
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